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Shogun Japanese Restaurant 

"Sushi On A Boat"

This fun sushi joint sends your dishes to you along a revolving sushi bar

conveyor belt system designed to look like a river with floating wooden

boats. Their weird and wonderful creations with a New Mexican twist

include Green Chile Chicken Rolls. Not for the sushi purist, perhaps, but

definitely fun to experiment with, not to mention beautiful to look at. And

the fact that Shogun Japanese Restaurant has been voted best in the city

by the readers of all the local publications for years should be a good sign.

Sashimi, tempura, soup, steak and desserts are also on the menu.

 +1 505 265 9166  www.shogunabq.com/  3310 Central Avenue Southeast,

Albuquerque NM
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Japanese Kitchen Sushi Bar 

"Contemporary Japanese"

This is a contemporary establishment offering fine Japanese cuisine

where the food is prepared at your table. The menu is full of traditional

Japanese items in addition to the fresh Sushi bar, fried or white rice,

tempura, Teriyaki and Sukiyaki plus fresh seafood and steaks. Cocktails

are available and include Japanese beer. Let them know if there is a

birthday at your table and they will treat the birthday girl/boy to a special

sweet surprise.

 +1 505 884 8937  japanesekitchen.com/  6521 Americas Parkway Northeast,

Albuquerque NM
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Azuma Sushi & Teppan 

"Dinner & Display"

An evening at Azuma means not only dinner, but also a display. Enjoy

having delicious lobster, shrimp, steak and more prepared at your table in

style by Azuma's flamboyant chefs. All teppan dishes are accompanied by

miso soup, salad and more freshly fried rice and vegetables than you can

eat, plus some shrimp thrown in for good measure. The sushi list is

extensive and creative. All in all, for delicious food, you can't go wrong

here. However, couples seeking an intimate dining experience might want

to head elsewhere, as the emphasis at Azuma is on entertainment and

communality rather than privacy.

 +1 505 880 9800  www.azuma-sushi-teppan-

abq.com/

 myazuma@gmail.com  4701 San Mateo Boulevard

Northeast, (cross-street

Lumbar Avenue Northeast),

Albuquerque NM
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Samurai Grill & Sushi Bar 

"Authentic Japanese Cuisine"

Samurai Grill & Sushi Bar restaurant offers wonderful food accompanied

by good theater. Some Teppan kitchens and sushi bars concentrate on

style forgetting substance, but there is no need to worry about that here.

The servings are more than adequate whether you choose the sushi bar,

or the more formal Teppan grill. Some of the Sashimi specials are priced

for the big spender with price tags from USD69 to USD120. Each meal

comes with soup, salad, fried rice and assorted vegetables.

 +1 505 275 6601  www.abqsamurai.com/  info@abqsamurai.com  9500 Montgomery

Boulevard Northeast,

Albuquerque NM
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